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040 Tigre 040 Tigre 040 Tigre

040 01 b

040 02 b-long

040 03 t-aspi rated01

t t-nasal-releasel 61

040 04 t-long

040 05 t-ejective

040 06 t-ejecti ve-long

040 07 d
It] 60

t d-nasal-releasel 6

1

040 08 d-long

040 09 k-aspirated01

040 10 k-long

040 11 k-ejective
[q-ejecti ve) 6 *

040 12 k-ejective-long

040 13 g
tkJ 60

040 14 g-long

040 15 t/s-ejective

040 16 t/s-ejecti ve-long

040 17 t/s-hacek-aspi rated01 30

040 18 t/s-hacek-long

040 19 t/s-hacek-ejective

040 20 t/s-hacek-ejecti ve-long

21 d/z-hacek
[t/s-hacekJ*°

22 d/z-hacek -long

23 f

24 f-long

25 s03

26 5-long

27 z
ts-lax],60

28 z-long

29 s-hacek03

30 s-hacek-long

31 z-hacek 30

Ts-hacek-laxI 60

32 z-hacek-long

33 pharyngeal-voiceless

34 pharyngeal-voice

35 m

36 m-long

37 n
In-palatoalveolar] 63

teng] 63

38 n-long

39 1

40 1-long

41 r-trill 01*

42 r-trill-long01*

43 glottal siop

44 h

51 1-long

52 e-mid-long

53 a-front-long

54 schwa 61*

(tag(+),allo)
*/epsi Ion-dot/

t 13 65

t schwa-fronted] 66 67

t schwa-backedl 68

I o-mi d-dot-backed] 69

le-dot] 61*

55 epsi lon-dot
*[ schwa)
ta-frontl 70

[ epsi lon-dot-frented] 66 67

tepsi lon-dot-backed] 68

t o-open-dot-backed) 69

56 u-long

57 o-mid-long

58 yod

59 yod-long32

(limited)

60 w

040

040

040

040

040

$a Tigre $d Semitic $e N Ethiopia (Eritrea) $f 117,000 $g.Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim Lorentz (review)

$a Palmer, F.R, $b 1962 $c The Morphology of the Tigre Noun $f London Oriental Series, Vol. 13
$g London: Oxford University Press $q informants: (one main Informant) $r one year

$a LOKG C0NS0NAHT5 $A "A phonetically long consonant often has the function of a cluster of
two. The term 'gemination,' however, is not used to indicate clusters of this kind, but to
refer to long consonants that are morphologically a single radical; all geminated consonants
are double, but the reverse is not true. The double consonants are usually more than twice as
great in phonetic duration as the single ones.... The laryngeals [= pharyngeals and
glottals-JLJ and semivowels are never double, with the exception that /yod-long/ is to be found
at one type of stem-ending junction." (p. 4-5) [MR3 Long consonants occur word-medially both as
contrastive. segments, in morphological alternation with their short counterparts, and as
surface phones, upon juxtaposition of identical consonants (both types may be illustrated from
cases of noun plural formation), (p. 18) "In the broken plurals it is always the penultimate
radical that is geminated. The geminated consonants are, moreover, always preceded by the vivowel
/epsi lon-dot/, whereas in plurals of very similar structures, but without gemination, the
corresponding consonant is preceded by /a-front/." (p. 18)

$a STRESS $A No data on stress.

$a SYLLABLE $A CV(s)(C) $A "The short vowels do not appear in word-final CV syllables. • The
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long vowels rarely appear in CVC syllables, except where these are word final..,. The vowel
/schwa/ is a Syllable maker 1 in the sense that it occurs only in those places in the structure
where the absence of a vowel would imply syllabic structures that are not attested for Tigre. 1

(p. 3) The occurrence of CVCC is limited to a single suffix, (p. 4)

040 $a VOUEL HARMONY $A The short vowels have a tendency to assimilate not only to adjacent
consonants, but also to the vowels of following syllables. Palmer refers to this as vowel
harmony* which the process resembles in that it affects adjacent syllables. However, there is
no neutralization of vowel phonemes, as there is in what is generally called vowel harmony. The
higher front vowels tend to front the short (central) vowels of preceding syllables; the back
vowels tend to back and round them; /a-front-long/ causes the lower central vowel in preceding
syllables to be fronted to /a-front/. See p. 6-9.

040 01 $A The aspirated stops and affricate have "tense. . .release" and "some degree of aspiration
utterance-f inally. 11 (p.2)

040 03 $A /s, s-hacek/ have "tense. . .release." (p. 2)

040 04 $A "A single 'r 1 M.e. /r-trill/3 may have only one or two taps, while a double 'rr 1 tl.e,
/r-tri 11-long/J has four or more." (p. 5)

040 30 $A The palatals /t/s-hacek-aspi rated/ and /z-hacek/ are rare, /t/s-hacek-aspi rated/ is most
commonly the palatalized form of /t-aspi rated/, while it is only as a palatalized form of /z/
that /z-hacek/ ever occurs, (p. 2) Palmer goes on to discuss the possibility of treating these
palatal segments as clusters of obstruent + /yod/, but rejects the solution on phonotactic and
other grounds, (p. 4)

040 32 $A "Semivowels are never double, with the exception that /yod-long/ is to be found at one type
of stem-ending junction." (p. 5)

040 60 $A "In utterance final the consonants described as 'voiced 1 are largely voiceless, but not
phonetically identical with the 'voiceless' ones, which differ both in their release, which is
tense, and in having some degree of aspiration." (p. 2)

040 61 $A /t-aspi rated, d/ have nasal-release before /n/.

040 62 $A /k-ejective/ is "post-velar in post-vocalic position; but it is still plosive, not affricat
as in Tigrinya." (p. 2)

040 63 $A /n/ is palatoalveolar before palatoalveolar obstruents and velar before velar obstruents,
(p. 5)

040
6t

* $A When preceded by /h/ or /glottal stop/, the short vowels /schwa/ and /epsi lon-dot/ are
somewhat raised.

040 65 $A "In a word-final syllable closed by either /h/ or /glottal stop/, /schwa/ is very front and
close." (p. 8)

040 66 $A The short vowels /schwa/ and /epsi lon-dot/ are somewhat fronted before the front vowels
/i-long/ and /e-mid-long/.

040 67 $A The short vowels /schwa/ and /epsi lon-dot/ are somewhat fronted when they occur in the same
syllable with a dental, alveolar, or palatoalveolar consonant, or the glide /yod/, also when a
following syllable contains /i-long/ or /e-mid-long/.

040 68 $A The short vowels /schwa/ and /epsi lon-dot/ are somewhat backed when a following syllable
contains the back vowels /u-long/ or /o-mid-long/.

040 69 $A The short vowels /schwa/ and /epsi lon-dot/ are somewhat backed and partly rounded when they
occur in the same syllable with a labial consonant or /w/.

040 70 $A "When followed by the long open front vowel /a-front-long/, /epsi lon-dot/ has the same
quality of openness and frontness, though not the same duration." (p. 7) Also, "fully open and
front" before a word final glottal: /h/ or /glottal stop/, (p. 6) Further, "complete frontness
and openness, , .when either immediately preceded by, or followed anywhere within the word by" an
ejective or pharyngeal fricative, (p. 7-8)


